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DISCUSSIONS IN EDUCATION SERIES

Tutor’s introduction
to the materials

The aim of these materials is to help students to help
themselves to work better in groups in higher
education or professional development through
provision and application of some basic principles of
academic assertiveness. Group work is central to
many areas of academic and personal development
work, from joint work on critique and problem
solving to lab work and research and in the
development of products such as films, buildings, art
work and advertisements. Academic assertiveness is
described broadly as a set of emotional and
psychological orientations and behaviours that enable
a learner appropriately to manage the challenges to
the self in the course of learning and their
experiences in formal education and personal
development work (see Part A for more detail on
the term).
I work on the assumption that in learning about these
basic ideas of assertiveness and then putting the
learning into practice in discussion of some scenarios
about groups, learners will be more able to recognise
and discuss issues that arise in the ‘real life’ group
work that is associated with their programmes. The
assumption is that they will have greater
understanding of what might be going right and
wrong in the group, they will have useful language
that will help them to discuss group processes. They
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will have some means of helping their group back
into a functioning state when things go wrong and
they may be more willing to address problems at an
early stage.
Beyond this introduction for tutors, this pack consists
of three parts which are designed for direct use with
students. They can be used online or as paper copies
(I suggest that you may need some paper copies –
see below). There are no copyright restrictions,
though I would appreciate acknowledgement of the
source of this work.
The material is principally based on a book ‘Achieving
Success through Academic Assertiveness’ (Jennifer
Moon, published by Routledge in 2009). I have drawn
on other literature for the group work, for example
Group Work in Assessment in Media Production
Resource Pack (n/d, Bournemouth University). The
principles given here apply to any group in any
discipline – and interactions and groups outside
academic life. A form of the material with examples
specifically from media disciplines is published by (and
available from) the Centre for Excellence in Media
Practice, Bournemouth University (www.cemp.ac.uk).
I worked on the latter with Andrew Ireland and
Andrew’s ideas have contributed also to the current
publication.
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Using the materials

The contents of the
publication are as follows:

Part C

Part A

These are scenarios of typical group work situations
in a range of disciplines that are deliberately
presented in a variety of formats (which will take
more or less time for discussion). The tutor may
select scenarios to be worked on, or let students
make the choice of which scenario(s) to discuss.
The manner of use of this pack that I suggest involves,
at the least, a session of reading and thinking work for
students and then a group work session of a
minimum period of an hour.

Some principles and practices of
academic assertiveness for more
effective group work – learner
materials
These are the materials for learners to read. Learners
should realise that the principles apply to every area
of life, not just academic groups.

Part B
A list of things that can influence
the functioning of groups
This is basically a list of things that can go wrong or
can influence change in groups. It is a reference list
that can help in the group work suggested in this
publication or the list can help to diagnose problems
in ‘real life’ groups.

Scenarios for discussion by groups

The materials are for use with learners at any stage of
their programmes but I suggest that this is after the
first six months of their programme. It is probably
best if the materials are used just before an activity in
which students will be working in groups, so that they
can put the learning straight into practice. They may
be given paper copies of all of the parts together or
directed to view the material online. For the
discussions at Stage 2, some paper copies of all of the
materials will be required for reference in the work,
but not necessarily one for each student and these
can be taken in afterwards, leaving students then with
the online version.
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Stage 1
Learners are told to read Parts A and B to think
about the ideas in relation to themselves and their
prior experiences in groups. It is worth pointing out
that the term ‘group’ can be applied to educational
situations, leisure groups (including friendship groups),
family groups, the group of students with whom they
might be sharing accommodation – and so on. They
are told that the following week or at the next
meeting/seminar/tutorial/class, they will be asked, in
groups, to discuss some scenarios from Part C in the
light of what they have learned from Part A.

Stage 2 - Discussing scenarios
and reporting on the
discussion to other learners
At the next meeting, students are split into groups.
These may be the groups in which they will be
working in a subsequent project. The assumption is
that they have read Parts A and B. The groups are
then directed towards the scenarios in Part C.
Groups are asked to discuss ways in which the
situation in the scenario can be managed by the
group or the individuals in it. They need to know that
there is not one specific solution to be sought and
that they are welcome to draw on ideas that go well
beyond the academic assertiveness material – even
into common-sense! They are encouraged to use
their imaginations!
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You, as tutor, have various options here. You can ask
all of the groups to discuss the same scenario; you
can allocate different scenarios or you can let them
choose which scenarios to look at. You may choose
to give a specific time period for discussion of one
given or chosen scenario or you may give a period of
time for discussion of one or more scenarios. The
scenarios are deliberately provided in a variety of
forms which involve more and less detail.
Groups should be encouraged to work towards an
agreed set of suggestions to sort out or alleviate the
situation in the scenario. To this end, you may give
each group a piece of flip chart paper on which to
record their conclusions, or you may ask them to
identify a ‘reporter’ who will write notes for later
reporting. After the discussions of the scenarios,
groups could be asked to present a brief report to
the other groups on their suggestions as to how the
situation in their scenario(s) might be managed. This
reporting stage encourages groups to work towards a
joint conclusion.
You might, as tutor, wish to point out to the students
that they have been engaging in group work and you
may ask them in groups, or as individuals, now to
reflect on the processes that they have just
experienced.
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Stage 3 - Some variations
Get the groups of students to explore
issues in role play
Several of the scenarios are presented with
descriptions of roles.

Students work on the scenario on
their own first
The work is conducted as above, but the students
are asked to read the scenario chosen by the tutor
for further discussion in the group and to spend ten
minutes or so writing notes on personal suggestions
for the scenario before it is discussed in a group. This
can facilitate the later group discussion.

of situations that can arise in groups. Imagination
works just as well as reality in the development of
scenarios. The scenarios produced in this way could
provide material on which other students in
subsequent classes could work.
Alternatively, scenario-writing could follow some
actual group work and it could then be a means of
groups reflecting back on their own experiences.
Another variation, which could support groups
involved in a substantial project, is to get groups to
write scenarios based on their own group
experiences, changing names and details and then
each group looks at and reports on the material from
another group.

Students write their own scenarios
Depending on circumstances, a further activity can be
set up in which groups develop their own scenarios
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Part A
Making groups work more effectively: some principles
and practices for developing academic assertiveness

An extended version of this material on academic assertiveness will be found in Achieving Success through
Academic Assertiveness (Jennifer Moon – published by Routledge in 2009).

Group work and academic
assertiveness
The principles of academic assertiveness that are
presented here should help you, as a learner, to deal
better with the issues that tend to arise in working in
groups as well as with other challenges that you meet
in other areas of your life. Academic assertiveness is a
mix of self awareness and awareness of the behaviour
of others, the development of some abilities, some
ideas and specific techniques. Being assertive involves
also a willingness to apply these ideas to yourself, to
learn from them and change where necessary. Being
assertive in a group context sets up a mindset to sort
things out and we all know that being in groups can be
difficult. This material contains some principles,
illustrated by examples and also some issues for you
to think about for yourself.
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Academic assertiveness
We are going to start with a formal definition of
academic assertiveness, because it gives you a broad
picture of what it is all about:

Academic assertiveness is a set of
emotional and psychological orientations
and behaviours that enables a learner
appropriately to manage the challenges to
the self in the course of learning and her
experiences in formal education.
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Academic assertiveness includes the following areas of
behaviour in the contexts of academic work and in
the general experience of being a learner. The list is in
no particular order and there are overlaps:
I

I
I

I

I

the finding of an appropriate ‘voice’ or form of
expression through which to engage in critical
thinking or debate
the willingness to challenge, to disagree and to
seek or accept a challenge
the ability to cope with the reality or the
likelihood of not being ‘right’ sometimes, making
an error or failing; effective recovery from these
situations
the willingness to change one’s mind if
necessary; the openness to feedback on one’s
performance (academic or otherwise)
willingness to listen and take account of the
viewpoint of others, awareness that others can
make mistakes and reasonable tolerance of their
failings

What it is to be assertive
These are assertive behaviours. You:
I

can ask for what you want or need; can ask for
favours

I

are open and honest

I

are able to stand up for yourself without undue
anxiety

I

can express feelings reasonably openly

I

face up to matters in your life

I

have reasonable self confidence

I

are able to say ‘no’ without undue guilt

I

are aware of your rights as a human and the
corresponding responsibilities

I

can express negative feelings appropriately

I

are aware of ‘put downs’, perpetrated by you or
others

I

can give and receive constructive criticism

I

can deal with unjustified criticism

I

can gracefully give and receive compliments

I

autonomy - a willingness to be proactive; to
make and justify independent judgements and
to act on them

I

can see that it can be all right to express anger
sometimes

I

tend to be socially responsible

I

an appropriate level of academic self esteem

I

can think rationally about issues such as guilt and
blame in self and others

I

normally aim to negotiate and discuss as a first
course of action if there is confrontation

Do you recognise these as challenges? One way or
the other most of these come into successful group
work.
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You will notice here that assertiveness is not seen
as aggression – I will return to this later. This is a list
of the ‘perfections’ of assertive behaviour. Few
could claim that they could keep up with a list such

as this at all times but if you have an idea of how
you can be more effective in your behaviour, you
have a chance. Look at these two.

Hannah and Marie are working on the development of a short film with three other students
who also are friends with each other. Hannah and Marie are fairly quiet and they tend to
discuss the work that they are doing with each other because they feel somewhat daunted by
the other three who are more boisterous. It is one of the others, for example, who has dictated
who should be doing what – and his friends clearly look up to him as the leader. Under his
leadership they are, as a group, not making much progress. Hannah has been learning about
assertiveness, while Marie said it was not for her. The situation bothers Hannah because she
can see what is going on. She decides that she should do something about it, though she has not
been in the habit of speaking out in the past. In the next meeting of the group, instead of sitting
quietly while the ‘leader’ dictates what they should do, Hannah takes a step forward and says
‘Look, I realise that I have not been saying much up to now – just following along with your
decisions – but we are not being all that successful in this work are we? Perhaps we need to
think again about how we are making the decisions’.
The others are surprised, but actually Hannah has echoed what has been in their minds. Marie
is astonished at her friend. She is horrified at her daring at first, but as the group re-forms and
begins to function in a more effective way, she starts to admire Hannah’s action.
How assertive are you? Write an assessment of yourself in this respect
(as you understand it so far) in a short paragraph.
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There are some things about
academic assertiveness that
you will need to think about
The first of these is how you feel about changing.
A basic message in assertiveness is that you can
change and become more assertive if you choose to
do that. Dweck (Dweck, 2000) suggests that when it
comes to the notion of personal change, there seems
to be two groups in the population. People in one
group think that the way one is as a human is the way
one will always be – intelligent or not, shy or not shy
and so on. In contrast, those in the other group see
humans as adaptive and able to change - if they
experience low grades in a course they recognise that
they can still change and achieve. The important point
from Dweck’s work is that it is what you think about
this issue of change that makes the difference. If your
self theory (as these thoughts are called) is about ‘I
can change’, then you can change. If you have decided
that you cannot change you will probably not try (and
you may blame others for your inabilities). To reach
success, you have to believe that you can change. For
example do you recognise this? Jamie says:

‘It’s no good, they always said at school that
I could not write properly. So what’s new – I
get criticised for my writing at uni. I’m just
bad at it and that’s the way it is.’
How is your ‘self theory’? Do you feel
you are a fixed entity or that you can
change?

A second point is that being assertive can lead to
guilt feelings because you may be going against
behaviours that you learnt to be ‘correct’ as a child –
such as ‘you should give in to others’. You will need to
learn to recognise the guilt and to let it go. It is often
of no use to you! Guilt is a feeling and feeling guilty
does not mean that you are wrong in your actions or
thoughts. Here is an example:

Jem has finished the essay that needs to be
handed in tomorrow. Tod has not done his
yet. He comes round to see Jem, chats for a
while over a coffee and then asks Jem if he
can have a look at his completed essay ‘Like
- just so as I can get some ideas’, he says.
Jem is not naïve. He knows that Tod wants
to use his references and probably to copy
some of the ideas or structure. He says ‘No’.
Tod says ‘I thought you were a friend. I’ve left
this a bit late and am in trouble with it and
you’re not going to help. Thanks Mate!’ He
picks up his coat and walks out. Jem feels
pangs of guilt and he is sad but he knows
that he has made the right decision.
A third important thing is that you do not need to
win every battle and you will not ‘win’ every
argument. Some situations can be defined as ‘no win’
– battling on will not achieve anything and also in
some situations that would be dangerous. In both of
these, withdrawal may be a form of assertion.
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Some sociology students are involved in a
project on abortion. Jenna finds that she has
been put into a group who have radical prolife views. She believes strongly in abortion
because she had a termination of a
pregnancy last year and she is very grateful
that it was possible. The others do not know
this and treat Jenna as if she is quite callous
when she states her views. She says she will
go along with the majority view for this
project, but only if the others will agree to
listen to her views first.
A fourth point is that when you are assertive, you
recognise that others have rights to be
assertive too! This point is illustrated in the example
below.

Pedro agrees to meet with his group in the
library to discuss some work that they are
doing together. He forgets to come to the
meeting. It is particularly annoying for the
group because they needed to allocate the
areas of work to everyone. They forgive his
mistake. A little while later in the course of
the work, Sam forgets a meeting with Pedro.
Pedro is inclined to be irritated, but recalls
that he was forgiven.
And a fifth point is that you can only change your
own behaviour – not that of others.

Amy is in the second year of a graphics
degree. She is working in a group on the
development of a poster that promotes a
new brand of cat food. The group has been
criticised for their slow progress before and
they are dragging their heels again.
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Amy is very frustrated and is anxious to get
on. She tries and tries to hurry her colleagues
and gets frustrated again. Then she realises
that all she can do is to work hard herself. She
cannot change the behaviour of the others.
Related to this, the last point: if you act assertively,
you often give others the chance to change
their behaviour in ways that may be helpful to
them.

In the example above, Amy now stops trying
to cajole the others in the group to hurry and
quietly gets on herself. To her surprise, with the
pressure off (they called it ‘nagging’), several of
the others, without any comment, start to get
down to the project and they seem to want to
become more serious about it.
That assertive action may be withdrawal as in this
example:

Selema is a mature student on a politics
degree. She has worked in a political
organisation. She knows that she can speak
more fluently and in a more sophisticated
manner than other students, many of whom
have fairly recently left school. In seminars,
though she longs to dive into the depths of
discussions, she recognises that she needs to
hold back in order not to dominate the
situation and, in effect, to make others feel
inadequate.
Can you think of a time when you have
withdrawn from a situation in an
assertive manner as in the example of
Selema?
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Being assertive is not being
aggressive, non-assertive or
manipulative…
In order to understand better what assertiveness is, it
is helpful to think about what it is not. It is not
aggression, non-assertion or manipulation. Most of us
behave in all of these ways sometimes, but we should
work towards predominantly being assertive. There
are examples of these behaviours in a chart that
follows the description of the three types.
Non-assertion is usually exemplified by the person
who is indecisive, apologetic and complaining. It is
sometimes called ‘people pleasing behaviour’. You
can, of course, sometimes be indecisive because you
need time or more information to make an
appropriate judgement and that is fine. Dickson
(1982:5) says that the non-assertive person often has
a ‘victim’ mentality, clinging on to her stories of how
life is hard on her. She seems to ‘stagnate in her
passivity’. For example, do you recognise these ways
of starting a conversation? They are indicative of nonassertive behaviour.
I

I do hope you don’t mind if I say this,

I

but, well.. .
I am sorry to say this. It is really very good, of
course, but. . .

The non-assertive person tends not to speak up when
her rights are infringed (see later), but will go and
moan to friends. Non-assertive friends will just ‘take it’
and then probably feel unhappy about being ‘used’
later – and then they moan to others. More assertive
friends are likely to listen at first then suggest that
there are more appropriate things to do than whine!
Non-assertive behaviour also involves not liking to ask
for help from appropriate sources when it is needed.
In a seminar, it is unlikely that a non-assertive person
will volunteer an opinion unless spoken to.
To summarise - if you are behaving in a non-assertive
or people-pleasing manner, you:
I
hope that you will get what you want
I
hope that others will guess what you want
I
try to please people
You do not:
I
ask for what you want
I
express your feelings openly
I
upset anyone if you can possibly help it – and if
you do, you probably blame yourself
A non-assertive person may not get what she wants –
indeed, her needs are probably not even noticed.
I illustrate non-assertive behaviour with a list of
academic situations and some examples of nonassertive behaviour in each. Sometimes the term ‘nonengaged’ could fit better.
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Some examples of non-assertive behaviour in areas of academic work
Area of work

Examples of non-assertive behaviour in this area of work

Exams

- you are terrified and the emotion gets in the way of your ability to perform (we
all get anxious about exams and you need to learn to relax and you should seek
help if necessary)
- you do not get organized with revision sufficiently early – you make excuses
when you do not do as well as you expected (‘I learn better under pressure at
the last moment’ – rubbish – that is not good learning even if you may pass the
exam)

Seminars

- you give a seminar paper in a quiet voice, not looking at the audience and not
expressing yourself
- you say ‘I cannot be bothered to prepare for the session. It is boring’ and then
you do not get involved with any discussion (but you cannot anyway can you –
you are not prepared!)

Attendance at a lecture

- the lecture is printed out in reasonable detail on the web. You may attend it,
but do not listen very much because you say ‘I can get it afterwards’. You do not
print it out but moan that you do not understand the topic later

Peer and self assessment

- your general attitude is that your tutors are being employed to teach you and
therefore should not be asking you to ‘do their work’ of assessing (and actually
you find assessing yourself or your peers difficult)
- you have done a good piece of work and you know it, but you do not like to
give yourself a good mark in self assessment (‘It looks bad’, you say)
- in a situation of peer assessment, your friend has done a poor piece of work and
you feel you cannot give it the mark you feel it deserves as your friend might
find out that it was you

Group work

- you have managed to get into a group for a project in which there are several
students who are ‘on the ball’ with regards to the current task. You feel pleased
and settle back to listen, saying to yourself ‘I don’t know anything, just tell me
what to do’
- your group is not doing very well in a group task (lasting over two weeks). You
all get low marks, and you tell your other friends that it is because you ended up
with a dumb group

Tests

- you make an excuse for not doing well (saying you were not feeling well) when
you knew that you did not learn the material sufficiently
- you have not revised for the test and you ring in to your tutor and say you are ill

Small research projects

- things went wrong in the survey and instead of giving a critical account of the
things that went wrong, you make up a set of results
- your work did not go well so you borrow the notes of a friend saying you just
want to see how she has written up the work and you copy them
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Area of work

Examples of non-assertive behaviour in this area of work

On-line discussion

- your tutor has said that the idea of the dedicated chat room is that you should
be able to learn from your peers. You look at the discussion, but you feel that
you have not got anything to say and do not engage with it
- you are asked to read a given piece of text and then to comment on it in at
least two postings. You read the text and seek out two minor issues in order to
make the required number of postings

Essays

- you discuss the essay title that you have been given with your friends. They talk
of ways of tackling the essay and you go home and write it on that basis. You
get low marks and blame them. In the end, they chose different titles on which
to write
- you know that your English is not very good in the essay that you have written
(you are not dyslexic). You ask your husband to improve it for you. He offers to
show you where it could be written better and you say – ‘oh no, just do it’. You
hand in the corrected version without looking at it again

Presentation of yourself
in a CV prepared in
careers session

- you have been asked to write a CV in a careers session. You have little
confidence in yourself and the CV reads as a listing of educational qualifications
and a few holiday jobs. It has no ‘personality’

Critical review of an
academic paper

- you do not like to make critical comments about a published academic paper
(‘I am only a student…how can I be in a position to criticise this paper by an
academic’)
- there is a point that you could make that you are pretty sure is justified but since
there are several more superficial points, you make them instead and do not
take the risk

Placement experiences

- you are in a placement that you did not choose. You do the minimum that you
have to do in the current placement but are clearly not interested and you
blame this on the placement not being your preferred choice

Written reflective work
(eg reflective practice on
placements, learning
journals etc)

- you have been asked to write a learning journal for a health studies module. It
seems hard work to write up reflections on the course as required so you leave
it ‘for inspiration’. Suddenly you are asked to hand it in at the end of the week
so you have to write it all up at once – and you begin to realize that it is not so
difficult to make some of it up
- you have been involved in a difficult incident at work because you made a
mistake. It bothers you a lot and affects your work but you decide not to put it
into your journal
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Aggression in assertiveness training is usually
described as ‘going for what one wants without taking
account of the needs or rights of others’ – a fairly broad
definition. It might be illustrated in the academic
context by the person who pursues her point with a
loud voice, who takes an aggressive stance or does not
listen to other points of view. Aggression is not always
‘loud’ though. Sarcasm is aggressive because it is
designed to put someone down to the advantage of
the perpetrator and there are quiet people who do not
say much, but when they speak, there is an uncomfortable edge. More generally you could say that if a person
with aggressive tendencies feels threatened, she will
tend to go for attack rather than negotiation – and she
will often over-react.
Aggressive people may sometimes seem to be those
who have got their act together, who seem confident
and ‘sorted’. That is what they want you to see. Often
they are not sure of themselves, and the more they act
aggressively, the more difficult it is for them to do what
they need to do, such as ask for help or find a shoulder
to cry on when difficult situations arise. Like nonassertion, aggression is expressed through much more
than words alone.
In aggressive behaviour, you are likely to:
I

try to get what you want in any way that works
regardless of the feelings of others

I

You may threaten, cajole, be sarcastic or fight or
ridicule

You do not:
I

see that others have a right to have their needs
met

I

seek situations in which you could both get your
needs met

I

negotiate

Manipulative behaviour is an effort to achieve goals
in a covert manner. It also does not take account of the
rights of others and for this reason it is often described
as a kind of aggressive behaviour. However some of
the characteristics of a manipulative person are those of
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non-assertion such as not being indirect and not being
open. It is as if the manipulator cannot manage the
direct approach and therefore ‘goes behind others’
backs. An example of manipulative behaviour is to lead
another into showing weaknesses in order that the
other can be put down. Equally, manipulative behaviour
may involve ‘sucking up’ to someone so that the
manipulator is favoured. People who are excessively
patronising can be manipulators because they want to
maintain an air of dominance and superiority without
being open and honest and involved in an interaction of
equals.
In manipulative behaviour,
I

you do not state directly and openly what you
want, but try to get what you want in any way
that works without care for the rights or feelings
of others

I

use underhand communications as a means of
achieving what you want. It is not an honest
interaction

You will work to achieve this behind people’s backs
because you do not want to face them openly. They
cannot therefore have their needs met because you are
not being straight with them.
In contrast to aggressive and non-assertive behaviour,
assertive behaviour is confident, open, direct and
honest and appropriate. The assertive person does not
violate the rights of others, but recognises that she has
responsibilities to them. She does not expect others to
know magically what she wants and she does not
freeze up with anxiety. If her communication is affected
by anxiety, she may well say that this is how she feels.
That is fine.
This section might have led you to think about how
assertive or not you are (remember that we are all
mixtures of behaviours). We learn assertive behaviours
from family and friends and a bit of genetic potential.

Who or what has been influential
on your behaviour?
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The chart below gives examples of assertive, non-assertive, aggressive and manipulative behaviour. You can cover
the third column and see if you can identify what behaviour is happening.

Nature of
comment
(ass, non-ass,
agg, man)

Context

What is said

A friend wanders up and admires your new jeans
without looking at them and then says…

man
‘and…you got that book that we need
from the library didn’t you…you wouldn’t
mind letting me have a little time at it
would you?’

‘You don’t say much in seminars do you?’
You are just coming out of a seminar. You have
taken part in the discussion in a reasonable manner.
One of your colleagues says to you facetiously,

agg

You have just been given an essay title for the
current module. A friend says,

‘You’re lucky, you got notes for all of the man
lectures. I missed the important one when
I was ill and I really do need to see what
was said don’t I…you write so clearly…’

Sam has run out of milk for the third time this
week and he comes knocking on your door asking
to ‘borrow’ some. You say

‘Sam, this has happened very recently. I
do not want to give you any this time’.

ass

Sophie asks you if you will be in college for the
lecture tomorrow. You say:

‘Stop asking where I’m going to be all the
time. If you see me there, I am there. If
not, I am not’.

agg

Jason is finishing an essay. He comes into the
kitchen moaning.

‘I can’t do essays. I am slow and useless at
writing. I can never sort out how to end
them…I was never taught how to do
these things.’

non-ass

You are in the café and have just bought a latte.
‘This place is seriously run down. The
You wait a moment and go to drink it and it is cold. coffee is cold - are you going to get me a
You take it back to the counter and say loudly,
hot one or not? By the way I am not
coming here again.’

agg

You are in the refectory at lunch time and have
jacket potato with cheese. Unfortunately melted
cheese has obscured a large section of the potato
that is black and inedible. You push the whole
potato onto the side of the plate and then push
the plate away, dejectedly saying,

‘They use the cheapest of ingredients
here. After all, we’re only students – they
do what they like… There’s no point in
complaining to them, they will just do it
again and again.’

non-ass

Your tutor is commenting on a draft for an essay.
He says that you have made a good start. You are
not used to compliments and you just look down
and mumble,

‘I suppose it was all right.’

non-ass
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Context

What is said

Nature of
comment
(ass, non-ass,
agg, man)

You are in the kitchen of the flat on the phone to
your mother. A flatmate comes in and starts talking
to you about the payment of rent that is overdue.
You indicate the phone and mouth that you will
speak soon with her. She says:

‘OK so you don’t care that we’re all just
about to be chucked out on our ears –
see if I care…’

agg

You are a second year student and you have been
asked to think critically about an academic paper in
an assignment. You say to your tutor: ‘How am I
expected to know enough at our stage to be able
to do this? Your tutor says,

‘You were given guidance as to how to go ass
about the task. I can tell you no more
than that – you need to sit down and
think it through’.

Jane has come to borrow your art materials. She
has asked and you say,

‘No Jane. I don’t lend them to other
people. They are rather personal things’.

The display of behaviour
You display assertiveness in many ways. I am going to
divide them into three for convenience – the qualities
of speech and voice, body language and ‘whole
person’ factors which are broadly about how you
display yourself in space. The display of behaviour is
mediated or determined, of course, by what goes on
inside behaviour – the thought, emotion and self
confidence and we will have a brief look at that in the
section after this.
Speech and voice: Being assertive goes far beyond
words themselves. I use an example to illustrate this.
Jane has asked Markus if he will come with her to see
a new film that is on. Markus says:

‘No, I won’t come with you. I have other
things to do today’.
Is Markus being assertive or not? Well – he might be
being assertive – simply saying that he does not want
to come. In this case, his voice would be friendly and
relaxed and he might add suggestions as to others
whom Jane might ask. On the other hand, supposing
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ass

he says (with italicized emphases) in an altogether
harder manner:

‘No, I won’t come with you. I have other
things to do today’.
Then you could probably interpret his response as
aggressive. He might be using aggressive intonation to
counter persistent nagging by Jane. He could also put
a manipulative connotation into the manner in which
he uses his words:

‘No, I won’t come with you. I have other
things to do today’.
We might interpret this as a double message that he
is not saying directly to Jane. He might be trying to tell
Jane (but not directly), that he would go with
someone else, but not her. Further he might be
manipulative if he says:

‘No, I won’t come with you. I have other
things to do today’.
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Here he is not telling Jane directly why he will not
come to the cinema with her – but he is hinting that
he has something to do that supersedes her
suggestion. In effect he is putting her offer down but is
indirectly inviting her to show interest in what those
‘other things’ might be.
Words alone do not carry the message of
assertiveness. There is much more to it. Speech differs
in intonation, speed of delivery, the flow (hesitant or
smooth), loudness and in the management of silence.
All these factors contribute to messages you give to
others about your state of assertion, aggression, nonassertion or your manipulative intentions. How much
is said is another indicator – people can aggressively
dominate a situation by saying a lot, or can ‘witter on’
non-assertively.
Bodies and their language: You, as a human
being, will already have a huge ability to ‘read’ others’
behaviour and to learn more from it in order to finetune your own behaviour.
Assertive behaviours are indicated in:
I
posture and the angle of the head
I

the nature of eye-contact or lack of it

I

evidence of the attention paid to another
person

I

facial expression and facial gestures that are not
related to the communication

I

breathing rate

I

the quality and degree of the movements and
body gestures – dramatic or slow, smooth
movements or ‘jabbing’ movements, tight or
expansive gestures or no movement

I

stray movements that may be unrelated to the
communication (eg rocking or perpetual
fidgeting)

I

general level of confidence portrayed in many
ways

I

the use of touch – and so on

‘Saggy’ people usually look non-assertive and in the
same way you could say that assertive people hold
themselves up to the world. The facial expression of
an assertive person is attentive, bright and open. An
aggressive face has sharpened features. Breathing rate
is another way in which we display how we are feeling
– but again it will be ‘read’ in relation to other signs. A
person will breathe quickly when she is aggressive –
ready for fight; but also when she is being nonassertive and frightened – ready for flight – as well
when she has just been running! Then there is the
quality of body gestures – a person might be rigid
(‘frightened rigid’), tight and immobile, or expansive,
with arm movements that open away from the body
– a movement that might describe trust and
openness. The aggressor may use more dramatic
gestures that have weight behind them or symbolize
actual violence (thumping the table or jabbing the air).
Sometimes gestures can indicate how a person really
is when the words that are being said suggest some
other state. For example, they may be demonstrating
tension in clenched fist or tight lips. Then there are
other give-away gestures. It is difficult to be assertive
and clear if you are restless and fidgeting or constantly
tapping a foot or hand or biting fingernails. These are
the gestures of a non-assertive or sometimes of an
aggressive person.
You also display assertiveness in ‘whole body’ nonverbal communications which involve spatial
factors. Examples are whole body movement –
stepping nearer, or away from the other etc; the use
of personal space – one’s own and responses to
others’ personal space; relative positions and heights –
sitting, standing and so on.
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In a situation in which you want to display assertive
behaviour, it is often worth shifting a little forward
towards the other. For example, if you are a customer
at the counter in a coffee bar, making a point about a
cup of cold coffee that you have just bought then
putting a hand flat on the counter in front of you,
firmly but not forcefully, establishes your presence and
‘says’ something like ‘I am going to make my point
here’. This example also has something to do with
territory and personal space. It is often non-assertive
people who get their judgements of personal space
‘wrong’. Standing up very close to someone else – in
her personal space – can be a tactic of an aggressor
(deliberately unsettling the other) or the ‘mis-reading’
of social situations by a person who is often nonassertive – as well as of a lover. However, you should
also be aware that there are often cultural habits and
practices involved here too.
The clothing that you wear can influence how you feel
about yourself and the power that you feel you have
in particular situations, and it can influence how others
respond to you before you even open your mouth.

How do you choose clothes for
particular situations? What clothing
makes you feel more assertive?

What goes on
inside behaviour
This is an enormous topic of course and I cannot do
justice to it in this small section. If you want to read
more on this, look at the book on academic
assertiveness in which there is a whole chapter
devoted to dealing with thoughts (Moon, 2009). All I
will do here is to remind you of some situations in
which you may find yourself more or less assertive, or
different from what is usual for you. Here is a list:
I

being in love

I

other times of extreme excitement

I

when stressed about coursework, or
examinations or deadlines

I

situations of competitiveness

I

situations of failure or serious disappointments
(eg about grades)

I

situations of negative feedback or criticism that
you cannot cope with

I

when you do not know what is expected of you

I

simply feeling ‘down’ – eg the time of a period
or you are ill or sad

I

feeling you are on the wrong course and unsure
whether or how to change things

I

when you have a big decision to make…and so
on

Remember that there is much more detail in books
but that there are counsellors attached to the college
or university who can help in these areas.
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The influence of environment
– people and things
Place, atmosphere, different groups of people and
your history with them all influence the assertiveness
that you can display. Think of how your family is with
regard to assertive behaviour; how you are with your
family, your friends at home, your university friends.
Who are those with whom you are not so
comfortable? Why?
Think also of the influence of the atmosphere of a
place, and the way in which furniture is arranged. This
can be an important issue in the success of group
work. How close to each other you sit, whether you
are sitting forward, or are easing back in soft chairs,
whether you are all at the same height – all these
things can influence how assertive you can be and
how the group will work. Imagine an interview when
you have been told to sit on a chair that is lower than
those of the interviewers…what is the feeling?

Trying to disregard the influence of the
tutor/lecturer, can you think of some
rooms that seem to facilitate
interaction in seminars or tutorials and
some rooms that discourage
interaction? Can you put your finger
on why that is?
Think of some of the rooms in which
you have seminars or tutorials. Where
would you sit in order to feel you had
the most ‘voice’. Where would you sit if
you wanted to be least involved?

Rights
You have rights! The list of rights below, is not very
different from those in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (United Nations General Assembly,
1948 – the United Nations document is reprinted in
Alberti and Emmons (1982)). The rights more or less
spell out what it should be to be a dignified human
being – and they apply importantly in academic
contexts. There is more than just rights to consider
here, however. If a person expects her rights to be
upheld, then she should take on the responsibility to
respect the rights of others to fulfil their rights – so
always I am really talking of rights and responsibilities.
It is also important to recognise that there are
different attitudes to rights in different cultures,
religions and racial and other human group
memberships. These different attitudes need to be
respected. Another point is that when you engage in
activities like being a student, you forgo some of your
rights (eg to be totally in control of your time) in
order to get what you want (a degree, we assume).
The list of rights that I give you here has been selected
and worded to fit with the context of being a student.
You will see that many of the rights have a direct link
to the definition of academic assertiveness given at the
beginning of this booklet.
Rights are listed over the page to prompt your
thought. You do not have to uphold your rights and
sometimes it can be an assertive act, after
consideration, to forego your rights. You will see from
the examples that upholding rights is not always
straight-forward – but it does help to be aware that
you have them!
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List of rights with relevance
to academic and general
situations
I

You have a right to be respected as equal as a
human being to other human beings, and as
intelligent and capable;

Emma is dyslexic and tends to be slow at
writing and gets special help. Students are
asked to form into groups to conduct an
experiment in the lab. Emma has lots of
friends, but she finds that even her friends do
not seem to want to choose her as a group
member and she assumes that it is because
she is dyslexic. This has always been the case
when she has worked in groups and she has
to be very strong to talk her way into a group
on the basis of her practical abilities.
I

You have a right to be treated as a person
independently of any role that you may carry;

You are a person first and not a role. An
employer who is contemplating taking you on
as an employee says: ‘Students are useless at
doing this sort of job – they think too hard and
then complain. If you are a student, sorry, I
won’t take you on.’ You tell him that there is
much more to you than the fact that you are a
student.
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I

You have a right to maintain control over your
body, the things that you own and your time;

Jamie is fit, but overweight. He is doing a PGCE
(teacher training) to be a PE teacher. There is
some pressure from tutors for him to lose
weight as he will not be a good role model for
children in schools… What are the issues about
rights here? It is not a straight-forward situation.
I

You do not need to justify or excuse your own
reasonable behaviour;

Dan feels that he must go and see his mother
at home. She is ill and on her own. He has
thought hard about the visit as he is a member
of a group that is working on a project in
architecture. When he says he will be missing
two meetings this week and gives the reason,
the others grumble that he is letting the group
down. Dan simply tells them that he realises
that he is causing a problem to the group, but
that he has thought it through and that this is
the right thing for him to do.
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I

You have a right to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for yourself;

Pete is ill and not in the university for a day
or two. The group is not doing too well and
members are offered support as individuals
and they agree for extra support specifically
for Pete without asking him. He is not
pleased when he comes back in. He would
like to have been asked. They could have
texted him.
I

You can ask for what you want (though, of
course, you should accept the right of the other
to decline your request);

Ali is aware that she has asked for help from
her tutor on a number of occasions – and
she needs more help but does not like to
ask…
I

You can decline to care about something or –
within reason – can decline to take
responsibilities for dealing with the needs or
problems of others;

Kerry keeps grumbling to her housemates
about the bad time she is having on her
English Literature degree. She keeps asking
Kate to look over her work for grammatical
errors. Kate has had enough and one day,
says ‘No’.

I

You have a right to express your feelings,
opinions and values in an appropriate manner
and have them respected. You also have a right
to withhold your expressions and you have a
right not to make sense to others!

Izzy says ‘Look, I don’t think our group is
going all that well. We are not getting on
and these arguments are getting in the way
of the project’. The others do not really want
to acknowledge that they are not getting on.
They make it clear that they are irritated
with Izzy for voicing this (even though they
might quietly agree with her).
I

You can make your own decisions and deal
with the consequences;

Jena is a member of the group as in the last
example – with Izzy. She is fed up with the
situation and she eventually tells the others
that she does not want to be part of this
group any more. They put a lot of pressure
on her to stay with them, but she walks off
and talks to their tutor about joining another
group. She is told that this is a group project
and that she has to be in a group, and it is
too late to join another. She has to go back
and work her way back into the group.
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I

You have a right to be different. You can have
needs or express opinions and values that are
different from those of others;

Andy is on a Media Studies programme and
is in a group that is jointly reviewing a film.
He feels that some of the views of his group
are racially prejudiced – but he is the only
one to sense this. He says that he will go
along with the group in order that they can
progress, but would like to put a disclaimer
on the final version of the project, saying why
he disagrees.
I

You have a right to privacy, solitude and
independence.

Jules is in a shared house. She has a
dissertation to get in at the end of the week
– and it is the birthday of one of her
housemates. There is a lot of pressure on
her to come out for the night, but she knows
that she must get on with her work. She tells
them firmly that she will not come out and
quietly but firmly shuts her door when they
start grumbling about her.
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I

You have a right to say that you do not
understand something or do not know
something and you have a right to ask for
clarification;

Joseph is on a Public Relations programme.
He is in a group that is working on setting
up a conference. The group is being given
instructions by the tutor who is managing
the project. Joseph keeps asking for
clarification of various points. The others
start taunting him and Jon says ‘Let‘s just get
on with it – come on Joseph, we understand,
we’ll tell you’. Joseph insists on asking more.
He says he needs to understand properly for
himself.
I

You can make a mistake, though you would
expect to take responsibility for it;

Carrie is usually reliable but this time she
forgot to write up her part of a group
project. She makes many excuses and the
group know that the excuses are false and
that makes them get more fed up with her.
Dan says ‘Why don’t you just say that you
made a mistake’. Carrie says ‘OK, I
apologise, I made a mistake’. The matter is
put to rest.
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I

You can change your mind but again, you may
have consequences to accept;

Students in a shared flat have agreed to
hold a party for Teri’s birthday. It is to be a
fancy dress party and Teri cannot make up
her mind as to whether to go for ‘What you
were wearing when the Titanic went down’
or ‘On the beach…’. She chooses first one
and then the other and her flatmates are
getting fed up with her indecision. They need
to find appropriate clothes this weekend.

I

As a human being, you have a right sometimes
to fail at endeavours.

There has been a group assessment in the
journalism module. There is one mark given
to the group and the group to which Adam
belongs has not got good marks. The
feedback is that the element of work for
which Adam was responsible is not good.
Adam is deeply ashamed and feels an utter
failure. However, he apologises to the group,
reflects on why his work was so poor
and puts it behind him.
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Part B
A list of things that can influence the functioning of groups

This is a reference list, for use with these scenarios or in your real-life experiences of groups.
None of the factors listed below automatically causes problems. They can all be overcome and
some of the influences can be positive. For example adverse external pressures can encourage
development of coherence in a group. There is plenty of overlapping in the list below.

To do with individuals
in the group

I
I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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the person who does not turn up
the person who is always late
the unreliable person (eg not getting
agreed tasks done)
the person who does not pull her weight
the negative person
the disgruntled person
the individual who talks too much
the domineer
the academically weak person (or one
perceived to be weak)
the person who declares boredom or
disinterest

I
I
I
I
I
I

the silent or non contributing person
the joker or person who does not know
‘when to stop’
the person who has ‘done it all before’ and
wants to tell others
the person who constantly wants to get
help from the tutor
the person who wants simply to be told
what to do
a person with rigid views as to the task or
processes involved in the task
status-seeking individuals
the person who relentlessly tries to get
group to follow her ideas
the chatty person who keeps the group
interaction at superficial levels
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To do with subgroups
within the group
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

disability and difference (eg dyslexia,
speech problems)
formations of subgroups that tend to
communicate within themselves
(eg friendships, housemates etc)
the group comes to rely too much on one
person (formal or informal leader at that
time)
competitiveness within the group
scapegoating when things go wrong
(blaming a person within the group)
the group atmosphere is sour and
members form subgroups for comfort
some group members are not familiar with
working in groups
there is envy of and there are challenges to
the leader
group members want to work at different
paces and get frustrated with rate of
progress
flirtations between group members that
get in the way of the group task
long-standing animosities between two or
more members
some members of the group are less able
to understand what is going on
(eg language problems)

Factors that influence
progress on the task for
worse but sometimes
for the better
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

location and surroundings of group
meetings
seating in group working sessions
disagreement on the task – that the group
cannot resolve (eg opposing ideas)
peer assessment systems that set up
suspicion of unfairness within the group
rebellion against an agreed or informal
leader
the group is distracted by something that is
not relevant
the group is bored with the task
the group does not have the expertise for
the task and drifts with members
unsatisfied
the group blames/scapegoats something
outside the group for its lack of progress
the group cannot sort out leadership or
role or decision-making issues
general sense of upset or frustration in the
group
the tutor keeps interfering when the group
members know what they are doing
roles are agreed, but are not working out
(eg leader)
unhelpful competitiveness with other
groups
stress from time constraints for the task
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General problems to do
with group functioning
I

lack of openness – a sense of some
holding on to information or ideas

Some pressures that affect
the functioning of groups
(for better or worse)
I

assessment pressures

I

a sense that there are hidden agendas
among group members

I

assessment in which one mark is given for
the work of the whole of the group

I

a group member is jealous of others and
inhibits/manipulates expression of ideas

I

I

jealousies that cause ‘put downs’ and
unjustified criticism of each other

the involvement of peer assessment in
which each has to assess how much her
peers have contributed

I

whether or not participants choose to be
in a group together or are allocated to a
group

I

critical group members, who will not
contribute constructive alternatives

I

silent and non contributing factions in the
group

I

whether group members are friends or are
initially unknown to each other

I

a tendency for the group to talk in general
or abstract terms and not focus on the
task

I

whether group members feel comfortable
with each other or not

I

issues of diversity or difference such as
racial, cultural or gender (eg one female:
five males) or disablement issues

I

where this work fits in a degree
programme – with different consequences
for the valuing of the mark that is
attributed

I

distraction because of too many good
ideas

I

competitiveness within a group
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Part C
Scenarios for discussion by groups

There is much more going on in these scenarios than the titles imply! Some
involve several ‘sub-scenarios’.

Scenario 1:
The biology group –
an issue of diversity
A tutor, Dr Richard Crombie, supervises a
group of biology students doing some research
on a project involving the production of
genetically modified potatoes. The project
involves research on the internet and on hard
copy and an outcome in written format as well
as a presentation. The students are at level 2.
The group members were chosen by Richard
Crombie and there was no choice about who
would work with whom. The group consists of:
Mat – who is fairly quiet and tries but he is
dyslexic and this means that he finds reading
hard and he is slow in written work. He tends to
be embarrassed about his difficulties as he has
had a long history of people around him
assuming that is he just not very clever.
Jake – who tends to dominate groups. He is
quite loud and he is ambitious. He is somewhat

fed up to find himself in the same group as Mat
because he feels that the work will be spoiled
by Mat’s slowness and his other difficulties. Jake
does not like working in groups because he feels
that they hold him back.
Ellie – is somewhat in awe of Mat – and she
likes to please him and is really pleased to be in
the same group as him – maybe eventually he
will ask her out. She is reasonably able but tends
not to be very independent in her studies.
Sal – is fairly quiet and works reasonably hard
and does well. She is quite friendly with Mat.
She worries about the way in which the project
is going and does not feel comfortable with the
tensions in the group.
Tone – seems to care for his social life as a
priority. He will settle to work when he has to
but usually at the last minute. He does well if he
can get the materials easily, but does not put a
great deal of effort into his work. He likes to be
admired by everyone.
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The work will involve the group in splitting up
the different aspects of the topic and each
student researching one or more aspects, they
then need to bring the material together and
use it to make a judgement about whether
Spud and Mash (Market Growers) Ltd should
consider growing genetically modified (GM)
potatoes when the regulations are relaxed. The
group will need also to create and deliver a
presentation. The mark for the work will be
jointly attributed on the assumption that
students have contributed reasonably equally to
the project. The work is set over a period of
four weeks with the presentation in the fifth
week.
Richard Crombie has not run group projects
such as this before and the students are not
sure if he is aware of Mat’s dyslexia and how it
might affect the group. Mat would prefer not to
tell him.
In the first meeting of the group, the members
try to share out the areas of research – though
it is Jake who largely splits up the topic and
allocates the parts to the group members. Sal is
not pleased to be given the theoretical genetics
to research but does not say anything to Jake or
the others. She feels quite fed up with the
group. There is no talk of leadership or taking
roles or the processes of the group.
It is Tuesday. The work was given two weeks
ago and this is the second meeting of the group.
There is some pressure of time now. The group
is meeting in the union bar round a small table.
It is crowded and Sal is seated on the outside of
the circle and can only just hear what is going
on. Tone comes in late. They waited for him.
When he gets there, he disruptively pushes
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himself into the middle of the group and,
seeming to assume that everyone is pleased to
see him. He starts to tell them his news. Jake
takes control again and seems to assume that,
like himself, the others have done the research
that is required – and that they want to get on.
He tries to get everyone to say where they
have got to.
Jake has completed his area of research. He
chose the area he wanted to research
(environmental issues), though, as he tells them,
he decided to look at a specific aspect of it
because it was particularly interesting to him.
He is somewhat tetchy when he realises how
little progress the others have made.
Mat has spent probably as much time as Jake
on his work but has made little progress in his
research. He knows that he needs some help
but does not want to admit it.
Ellie has made some progress. When she
describes her progress, she looks only at Jake as
if he is the key figure in the group. She says that
there are areas that she does not understand.
Sal has spent time helping Mat and has
somewhat neglected her own area of work. She
now expresses concern that the group is not
making sufficient progress and tries to talk about
the tensions that are arising. However the
others do not seem to want to listen to her.
Tone says ‘Cool it Sal, it’ll be fine – just get your
bit done and we’ll slam it all together and get
Jake to talk about it in a presentation. It’ll be all
right’.
Tone says that there is plenty of time for the
work he has to do and that he has been too
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busy with other things to make a start on it –
other than sorting out sources of information. He
is going to get on with it this week. Sal tells him
that the sources he has chosen are actually not
much good because she happened to look at
them.

There is obviously more than one
problem in this group. What is going
wrong?
How would you suggest that the group
should have gone about this task in the
first place?
What needs to be done now to get this
task achieved?
What advice might you give to Richard
Crombie about managing this group?

Scenario 2:
The easy chair
A group of English literature students has been
required to develop a joint critique of the novels
of a certain author. Because they live near each
other, members of the group have decided to
meet at Steve’s house. They sit around the table
but there are not enough proper chairs so Allan
sits on an easy chair –rather back from the table.
Allan usually has plenty to contribute but today is
quiet except when he stands up and wanders
around in an irritable manner saying that he
needs to stretch.
Chen comments later to Allan ‘You were quiet
tonight – you seemed really pissed off about
something… What was it mate?’ By then Allan

has half forgotten, it seems pathetic to say that it
was because he was in the rather low easy chair.
There is to be another meeting at Steve’s house
and Aileen goes for the easy chair and then starts
to complain that she does not feel part of what is
going on and cannot hear and she asks Allan to
swap seats with her as he is taller. He agrees.

Whose problem is this and what might
be ways around it?

Scenario 3:
Rivalry
There is group work in a substantial module in
the French Culture and Language programme at
Woppingham University. The students have
been able to select who they want to work with
in their groups. It happened that there were two
small friendship groups of three and four
students respectively, and tutor, Gill Charmings
suggested that the two could make one bigger
group and reluctantly the two subgroups join up.
Now Gill says that the groups should allocate
roles among themselves – she suggests that a
leader is selected to start with. It happens that in
these two small groups, there are the two top
students, who are highly competitive. Both are
natural leaders within this class. Becky, from the
original group of four, is elected to be leader by
her three companions who outnumbered the
two students in Tammy’s smaller group, who
wanted Tammy to lead. Becky feels quiet
satisfaction but Tammy feels very sore. She
cannot bear the idea that she will be led - and
Becky, of all people.
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The groups are working on aspects of the
cultural history of areas of France, but they have
to choose and frame the actual area of study.
From the first meeting, the animosity between
Becky and Tammy is obvious. Becky makes it
very clear that she will take a strong lead, more
or less indicating what she expects the area of
study to be and Tammy starts to object
strongly. The rest of the group are conscious
that the behaviour of these two is not really just
about the subject matter of the study. They
want to get on (it is their final year, and there is
a lot to do) but they do not like to interfere and
make the competitiveness overt. Things get
more difficult when Becky and Tammy start to
recruit support for their views from their
respective friends and progress towards
constructing a plan of action is just not being
made.

Verney). They are told it was on a random basis
but they are not so sure. Marks are to be given
in three parts – for the questionnaire, for the
quality of the results and for the evaluation and
there is to be one joint mark. The group
consists of:
Joe who is older than the others (and actually
has done work in market research as a paid job)
Marie is a keen and able student
Tom tends to be quieter than the others but is
quite able
Joanne is bright and sparky. She pays a great
deal of attention to her appearance and is not
deeply serious about her work. She and Jon are
house-mates

What action could be taken by
members of this group of seven
students?

Jon is a member of the university rugby team
and that means a lot to him. He is quite hard
working but makes it clear that his priorities are
with the rugby – and he is playing a lot at
present

Scenario 4:
In which Joe has done it
all before…

We look at various problems that they
might have as a group (these are separate
possibilities and should be taken as
separate ‘sub’ scenarios)

Groups of five second level students on a Public
Relations degree are given a brief to choose a
product and to design a market research
questionnaire, to trial the questionnaire in the
street and write a report on it that provides the
results of the work but also which includes an
evaluation of the questionnaire and of how the
group went about the work. The students are
allocated to the groups by their tutor (Dave
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a) When the students first meet in a meeting
room, Joe immediately announces that he has
designed and trialled questionnaires for market
research before and the others in the group can
more or less leave the task to him. He will even
go back to his old colleagues and ask them to
evaluate the first draft of the questionnaire and
advise on its improvement. Joanne happily goes
along with this suggestion. Tom does not say
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anything but Marie and Jon are not happy – they
feel they want to learn from the task rather than
have someone else do it more or less for them
– but since clearly everyone wants good marks,
it is hard to argue against Joe’s suggestions. Noone openly opposes Joe’s ideas, not wanting to
spoil things for the others. It is the end of the
first meeting. Joe starts to sum up what is going
to happen…..

It is difficult in a group when apparently
things are going well and for one person to
voice criticism will have difficult
consequences for everyone else. What do
you think might happen here? What are the
consequences of nothing being said against
Joe’s suggestion?
b) The group jointly develop the questionnaire.
They get on reasonably well and now have a
meeting to decide where and how they are
going to conduct the interviews, and the
approaches that they will take to it. During the
meeting, Joanne becomes more and more
flirtatious with Joe. He ignores her to begin with
but then starts to respond and eventually this is
getting in the way of the meeting to the
frustration of the others who just want to get
on with it and make the decisions. Wearily
Marie says ‘Come on, just lets get on with this’
and Joanne turns to her sharply and says
sarcastically, ‘Cool it, cleverclogs. What’s the
hurry? Some of us want to take a bit of time on
this’.

What can the group members do about this
situation? How do you suggest that this
sharp comment of Joanne’s is dealt with?
There are techniques for dealing with this
sort of ‘put down’. What are your
suggestions?

c) The group has decided where to conduct the
interviewing and when they will do it and four
of them turn up to do the interviewing but
there is no sign of Joanne. The others text her
and even go round to her house but she is not
there and no-one saw her this morning. They
decide to go ahead without her. At the later
meeting where they discuss the outcomes of
the interviewing, she appears and says that she
had to go home to see her mother who was ill.
Individually not one of the others actually
believes what she has said and each is feeling a
reluctance to give Joanne the credit for some
good work that they know they have done in
the interviewing. It is difficult to share these
concerns at present because Joanne is there
with them.

How can they manage this situation? It is
always difficult to discuss an issue that
affects the whole group but which is
associated with one member of a group
when that person is present.
d) Everything so far seems to have gone really
well with this project, even Joanne has settled
down and they have enjoyed working together
as a group. However, they did rely a lot on Joe’s
expertise and also that of his colleagues – who
actually redesigned the questionnaire for them
after their first draft. The group did the
interviewing and the five of them are meeting in
order to write up the work. They have sorted
out most of it but now are evaluating what they
have done. The plan is that Joe will take their
written work back to his colleague who will
‘professionalize’ it for them. Four of the group
seem very pleased with the ease of the work
and they are confident that they will get a very
good mark. Tom has said very little in this
meeting. Now, however, he leans forward and
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says that he feels that they should have done the
work without Joe’s colleagues’ help and that he
does not feel happy to put in this work as their
own. He is not happy about having it
‘professionalized’. At the least they should admit
to having help. The others are angry at Tom’s
views.

What are your suggestions for dealing
with this situation – which could
amount to a form of collusion?

Scenario 5:
The cold night
Deanne, Lisa and Jilda are postgraduate students
who share a house with one small sitting room
and small (cold) bedrooms. Lisa wants quietly to
get on with some writing. Jilda wants to talk with
another colleague who has come round to see
her specifically to discuss an issue about research
that is common to both of them. It is a cold
night…

What might be done here?

Scenario 6:
A laboratory –
or a group experiment?
Marti, Pete, Fran, Jamie and Deshi are put into a
group for their lab work in Physics. They are first
year students and they have been given
instructions for an experiment that they should
conduct in two, two-hour sessions in a ‘How to
study in Physics’ module. They have been told
that their ability to work effectively in the
laboratory together is to be evaluated by a
number of trained demonstrators who will
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circulate in the lab, as well as on the basis of their
group report of the experiment. Deshi, from
China, does not speak good English and he has
not done much practical lab work before. He
was expecting just to learn from lectures. The
group start to talk straight away about how they
will go about the experiment. Pete is very keen
and wants to get straight down to the
experiment. Deshi is being left behind.

From your vantage point outside of this
group, how would you suggest that they
should best tackle the project?

Scenario 7:
Good marks or compassion –
a situation of conflict
Libbie, Hans, Lianne and Jon are in their second
year at St Gums Dental School and they are on a
problem-based learning module. They are told
that they will be working together today. They
have been given a set of information about a
patient and asked to use the afternoon to sort
out a diagnosis and treatment regime for the
patient concerned. Some of the information
relates to the social background of the patient –
so it seems that some social issues must be
relevant to the case. The students will be
attributed one mark for the whole group but
account will be taken of a peer assessment
procedure in which the students have to assess
the contributions that each has made. The marks
are particularly significant this time.
Everyone knows that Libbie is on the point of
deciding to drop out of her studies at Dental
School because she is very depressed. Her
colleagues know that she will not care about the
quality of her contributions to the group. Each of
the other three is dismayed to find her in their
group, particularly today when there is extra
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pressure on the group to get a good mark, but
they feel sorry for her too and want to protect
her. The way in which the work is shared out has
to be documented and handed in.

just don’t have the chemistry, do we’.
It happens that Mai is also tutor for two of the
students (Peg and Sam). She asks about the
progress in the group and she has a chance to
discuss with each what is going on.

How can this situation be handled?

Scenario 8:
Disappointment
Mai Ling is a tutor a BA Education (Primary)
programme. She has asked Level 2 students
quickly to put themselves into project work
groups. They will be working together for four
weeks. Most of the students hurriedly find their
friends or those who are known to be good in
group work but five students are left and they
reluctantly agree to form the last group. All five
tend to be unassertive and they do not express
themselves very much or very well. Mai has
asked the students in their groups to construct a
series of lesson plans for sessions designed to
stimulate creativity in a class of inner city primary
school children who do little but watch television
at home. The task will last for four sessions.
In a downbeat manner, the group of five start
work. Each feels grumpy and disappointed about
not being selected by other more interesting
students. They do not want to work with the
other group members. In frustration, George
says that he just does not feel creative and
maybe he just is not creative. Peg agrees with
him but all the time, each is silently blaming the
others for the lack of progress or ideas in the
group.
The next week things are not any better and still
little progress is made, except that there is some
agreement that they should never have been
‘put together’ as a group and that this is why
they are not able to get on. George says ‘We

What ideas could Mai suggest to her
tutees that they could do as
individuals in this unsatisfactory
group? Should she intervene, herself,
in the group? Would you have any
advice for Mai in the general manner
in which she set up the groups?

Scenario 9:
Assessing the contribution
of the others…
Rich, Colin, Gemma, Chang and Carrie are
engineering students who have been set a task
to design and construct a lightweight trailer for a
touring bicycle. They are Level 3 students in a
four year programme at Shostings University.
They will be assessed on the product – the
trailer itself and on a presentation about the
design and method of its production. Their
marks will then be adjusted on the basis of a
system of peer assessment that will require each
of them to assess the contribution made to the
project by each of their peers. They get on well
to start with and then it becomes evident that
Gemma and Colin are tending to take over the
task. In fact, it is those two who argue quite
fiercely about which of them should give the
presentation. They both want to do it and they
ignore the others.
Rich, who is fairly laid back, observes to Carrie
that he has seen this happen before in another
group and it is probably because these two want
to be considered to have made the greatest
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contribution when it comes to the peer
assessment. Carrie agrees and begins to feel
angered by the situation. It would seem that
Rich, Chang, and Carrie have made a reasonable
and fair contribution to the project and have
worked well together. They discuss what they
can do.

If you were in this group, what would
you do (if anything) if you were Rich,
Chang or Carrie? How can the peer
assessment system with groups be
protected from the sort of behaviour
shown by Gemma and Colin?

Scenario 10:
Rigid views, arrogance or
protecting interests – or…?
A group of Level 3 sport science students on
work experience at a leisure centre is asked to
provide a programme of sporting activities for
five wheelchair users during two afternoon
sessions at the centre. Pete has worked in this
leisure centre before, but is ill when the first
meeting of the group is held. At the second
meeting which is the day before the sessions are
held, he completely disagrees with the decision
made by the four other students about the
kinds of activities that they would like to set up.
He tells them that they are wrong in their
choice and that the chair users will not like the
activities that they have chosen. The others
listen to Pete but stick to their decisions. Pete
walks out – and the others later hear that he
has e-mailed the tutor concerned and has told
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him that the group are not co-operating and
that he (Pete) is concerned that they are
probably going to provide a poor session for
the wheelchair users in the centre. He says he is
concerned because he knows this group of chair
users and what they like and do not like.

Who should take what action? How
might this be resolved?

Scenario 11:
Trying to get a word in…
A group of business students is given a business
case study which describes the financial
difficulties of a small engineering company. They
are asked to discuss the situation and to give a
brief presentation to outline three possible
solutions to the difficulties for the managers.
The group of students have an hour to prepare
their presentation. Ella is one of the students
and though her ideas are helpful, she just holds
the floor and will not let others get a word in.

What do you do when members of a
group will not let others be heard?
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